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Abstract 

RRAS is the development of a system to aid in the judging of a Yacht race.  Specifically 

fleet races by local clubs with a duration of two hours or less.   This will be achieved by the 

creation of a three dimensional model (x,y,t) utilized to aid in the trade space analysis of multiple 

approaches.  In addition, the project will include a business plan and other associated 

deliverables. 

Context Analysis 

Sailboat Racing, known as a regatta, is an international sport that is performed by both 

local yacht teams and national teams, often sponsored by large corporations. These groups can 

compete on rivers, bays and even oceans, and can have from two racers to hundreds of racers 

competing at any single event.  No matter the size of the event, the competition is almost always 
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adjudicated using the Racing Rules of Sailing (RRS) created by the International Sailing 

Federation now known as World Sailing. [1] 

Larger regattas are typically sponsored by corporations; these corporations often equip 

the racing officials with technology that allows them to better enforce the rules with accuracy 

and precision. Smaller local yacht clubs do not have the manpower or technical expertise to 

utilize this expensive equipment and therefore are in need of a system that can allow them to 

both compete without interference of new technology and fairly assess if a rule protest is valid 

while racing.  

Our group plans to work with our sponsor, (a local yacht club) to create a new affordable 

and relatively easy to use system that can both fairly accurately adjudicate a regatta. Specifically, 

the system should provide the judges / adjudicators with a method to track race progress, and 

participant locations.  This should allow the adjudicators to quickly and fairly judge protests 

(rule violation disagreements). 

 

Regattas 

A regatta as defined by dictionary.com is “a boat race, as of rowboats, yachts, or other 

vessels.” For the purpose of this project the team is only concerned with those that are held by 

local yacht clubs, more specifically the Chesapeake Yacht Club.  Many of the participants in 

these boat races are often amateurs, so skill levels may vary greatly among competitors. Of 

course the competitors themselves aren’t the only things that vary among these races. In order to 

establish some uniformity among regattas boats are oftentimes built to conform to class 

specifications. These specifications may sometimes be controlled by manufacturers. But the 

specifications themselves establish the boat’s size, weight, length of hull, etc. In those regattas 

that may allow for multiple class participation, handicaps may be required for each boat in order 

to be fair to all racers. [1],[2],[3] 
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Rules 

The first successfully implemented set of rules was drafted by the International Yacht 

Racing Union (IYRU ) in October 1907. The association included Austria-Hungary, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Holland and Belgium, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 

and Switzerland. Over time it would grow to become a world authority on competitive yachting. 

The IYRU would change their name to the International Sailing Federation when the 

International Olympic Committee changed the name of the sport from yachting to sailing on the 

Olympic programme. Aside from name changes the sport has experienced changes in the design 

of its yachts which has forced the ISAF to adapt the Racing Rules of Sailing every four years. 

The ninety-one current rules primarily enforce the safety of the crew of the sailors as well as the 

fairness of the competition, with fifteen handling the events on that may occur on the water. For 

example, one competitor’s boat overtaking another boat. Since the competitors on the water are 

often outside of shouting distance the sport utilizes flags to signal events, protests, and 

enforcements. [1] 

 

Aerial View of Regatta 

Unlike races involving cars where the vehicle's primary method of movement is through 

an engine and direction is controlled simply through turning the driver's wheel, sail boats are 

propelled by wind. Because of this movement is based primarily on moving up and down the 

wind. Some of the maneuvers that are required when moving up or down the wind are referred to 

as tacking and jibing; tacking and jibing are refers to the action of turning a boat’s bow or stern, 

respectively, towards the wind. With these movements racers can make best headway and beat 

the rest if the competition. [4]  Knowing when to initiate these maneuvers as well as completing 

them efficiently can require a lot of skill. But yacht racing isn’t only about skill, it also often 

involves bluffing, coaxing your opponent into an action that you can use to help you get ahead. 

But such underhanded tactics can occasionally be dangerous and lead to rule violations.  
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Existing Adjudication Systems 

Having an established adjudication system isn’t a new idea in the regatta world. For 

example the Three Bridge Fiasco which takes place in San Francisco is the largest regatta in the 

United States. It includes over 350 yachts racing at the same time. Meanwhile the America’s 

Cup, an international competition named after the first boat to win its cup, uses a combination of 

drones, helicopters, etc. to adjudicate rules as well as provide viewers with live commentary. 

  

Figure 1: America’s Cup Camera 

Both of these competitions adhere to the Racing Rules of Sailing created by the ISAF.  

The Gap 

Sailing rules and boat designs are constantly evolving.  Smaller competitions by local 

clubs do not have the budget to use complex adjudication systems.  Instead they rely on hearsay 

and judges’ experience. This can lead to long and tedious protest hearings.  The implementation 

of the Regatta Rule Adjudication system should reduce the frequency of these protest hearings as 

well as the time spent in them. This would be done by providing judges with information 

collected from the race which can be used as tangible evidence as opposed to the racer’s 

integrity, exclusively. In addition, the adjudication system should reduce the time required to 

finalize results, reducing time between race completion and determining the winner(s). 
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Sponsor & Field Experience 

In order to better understand Regattas the project’s point of contact yacht Capt Tony 

Syme invited the team to observe a Regatta up close. This provided the team with first hand 

experience of a Regatta more specifically the Annapolis Yacht Club Fall series (seen in Figure 

2).  

 

Figure 2: Officials view of AYC race in Chesapeake Bay ( Fall 2017)  

While collecting Data in the field, the team observed many different class-based Regattas 

take place simultaneously. Aside from this, the team also observed examples of events that 

would lead to protests, as well as how a protest would be conducted by a racer. During this 

experience Capt. Syme informed the team that protests often involve events that take place away 

from the view of the Race Committee. Both an Asynchronous and a Synchronous system would 

prove most beneficial.  An Asynchronous system would store location data for later use, while a 

Synchronous system would live stream the data for immediate adjudication.  Especially since 

Protests are proved through a panel after the regatta, which can be lengthy and based solely on 
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the testimonies of the accuser and the accused have, as well as the judge’s experience. (See Slide 

5 of “Final Presentation”)  

 

Figure 3: Sailboats rounding the Mark 

 

Stakeholder Analysis 

The team has identified 6 main stakeholders with three levels of priority. The highest 

layer of concern, the Yacht Club includes, the Race Committee, the judge, the yacht, and the 

skipper. The race committee wants a cheap system that will shorten adjudication time. The judge 

wants assistance with adjudication. This can be done by indicating violations at the most 

probable position and time within the context of the race. The yacht itself wants an unobstructive 

system. The skipper want to minimize bad protests (made when violations didn’t happen). In the 

medium priority External stakeholder layer the Federal/State government wants the System's 
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Compliance with Radio Frequency and Air Space restrictions. In the low priority layer, the 

Spectators wants the system to reduce adjudication time as well as provide race visualization. 

 

Figure 4: Stakeholder Diagram 

The stakeholders in the RRAS include the following entities, each with requisite wants 

and needs.   

The Yacht Club Internal Stakeholders (Chesapeake Yacht Club) 

The highest layer of concern the Yacht Club includes, the Race Committee, the judge, the 

yacht, and the skipper. The needs and wants of these stakeholders will have the greatest impact 

on the System’s final design. 

Chesapeake Yacht Club Race Committee 

The Race Committee has a limited budget to spend on the system and as such would 

prefer the system expenses to be minimized. The committee would also want the system to 

operate throughout the entire race. Above all else the Race Committee needs the system to be 

more time efficient than the current system. 

Point of Contacts: 
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● Our Sponsor, and Representative for the Chesapeake Yacht Club Tony Syme 

● Bill Sweetser, a long time racer and subject matter expert on all things regatta 

Skipper 

The Skippers wants the system to receive and respond to instructions given by them or 

the judge. The skipper want to minimize bad protests, made where violations didn’t happen. The 

skipper would also want the system to simple and efficient to use.  

Judge 

The Judge needs the system to indicate and broadcast rule violations to them. The judge 

also wants the system to assist in the adjudication process which can be done by providing time 

and position data where the rule violation most likely occurred. They also want the rule 

violations to be documented by the system. 

Medium Priority External Stakeholder 

While not as influential as the Internal Stakeholder, this medium priority stakeholder 

must be considered in order to ensure the internal stakeholder’s needs are not obstructed by this 

stakeholder. 

Federal/State Government 

The Federal/State government wants the system to comply with Radio/Frequency, Air 

Space, and Emissions restrictions. 

Low Priority External Stakeholder 

Conforming to this stakeholder’s need is not of high concern. But the team hopes to 

consider how this stakeholder could contribute to the system’s profits. 

Spectators 

The Spectators want the system to reduce the time to adjudicate. In addition, spectators 

would like to see the race as it is happening.  (Prefer footage) 
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Stakeholder Analysis Table 

Stake-

Holder 

Influence Needs Wants Data Collection 

Method How Contribute 

Chesapeake 

Bay Yacht 

Club 

High 

RRAS to meet Required 

Capability 

Wants RRAS to have a 

reasonable Cost 

Email (Contact), 

Secondary Sources 

(Websites, etc.) 

Provide a 

majority of 

requirement 

parameters 
Needs RRAS to 

accurately catch 

competitors to who 

violate rules 

Wants RRAS to be easy 

to Use 

Needs RRAS to be 

durable enough for 

multiple competitions 

Wants RRAS to have a 

reasonable Lifetime 

(Battery) 

Needs RRAS to Work 

Under Racing Weather 

Conditions 

Wants RRAS to have a 

low chance of 

incorrectly indicating 

competitors as rule 

violators 

Skipper High 

Needs RRAS to not 

interfere with Normal 

Operations 

Wants RRAS to not 

incorrectly indicate 

them as rule violators 

Secondary Sources 

Can aid in 

finding parameter 

for beta 

requirement 
Needs RRAS to 

communicate Violations 

Response 

Wants Regatta racing to 

no become overly 

regulated 

Needs RRAS to prevent 

collisions 

 

Judges High 

Needs RRAS to reduce 

the time spent 

adjudicating races 

Wants RRAS to 

Broadcast live feed of 

Race 

Secondary Sources 

Can provide rules 

most concerned 

about 

Needs RRAS to Indicate 

Rule Violations 

 

Needs RRAS to  
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Broadcast Rule 

Violations 

Spectators Low 

 Wants RRAS to reduce 

the time spent 

adjudicating races 

Secondary Sources 

Can 

communicate 

with other 

stakeholders 

satisfaction with 

ARRAS 

performance 

 Wants RRAS to 

Broadcast live feed of 

Race 

Federal/State 

Government 
Medium 

Needs RRAS to comply 

with existing regulations 

 

Secondary Sources 

Can provide rules 

expected to be 

followed 

 

Figure 5: Stakeholder Table 

Stakeholder Tension 

There is a tension between the judge and the skipper, where the judge sees the potential 

of the system to aid in the adjudication process, the Skipper fears that the system may result in 

the sport becoming over regulated.  In initial research, a post was made to acquire information on 

the Sailing subforum of Reddit.  This post was met with hostility, as many sailors fear over-

regulation in the sport.  Many sailors enjoy the freedom of the sea, and see rules as antithetical to 

the activity.  In fact, one of the largest sailing forums is known as Sailing Anarchy, with an 

appropriate logo.  However, this post outlined the need to allow the skippers of the ships 

involved in a possible violation to choose whether or not they would like to pursue that protest.  

This would reduce the possibility that the system will be unpopular. 

Another tension of interest is that between the Skipper and the Spectator. Whereas the 

Spectator may wish to watch the sport from a perspective as close to the race as possible, our 

point of contact, Captain Syme pointed out how this would introduce a privacy concern for the 

Skipper. 
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Problem Statement 

Sailing rules and boat designs are constantly evolving.  At the local level, current systems are 

unable to fairly and accurately judge fleet regattas. 

Statement of Need 

There is a need for a system to aid in the adjudication of fleet regatas by local sailing clubs both 

in real time and post race at a cost of less than $10,000 

Statement of Work 

Scope of Work 

A system will be designed to fulfill the needs of local yacht clubs, especially its adjudicators, 

focusing on fleet races with a duration of two* or fewer hours. 

* Sponsor Identified 

Project Objectives 

1. Collect 

Collect and analyze data from ~1,000 simulated races to estimate frequency and location of 

probable rule violations. 

2. Create 

Create a 3-dimensional (x, y, t) stochastic simulation based on regatta rules. 

3. Develop 

Development of multiple approaches to solving adjudication problems 
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4. Analyze 

Trade space analysis of alternatives 

5. Market & Business Plan 

Design a viable business plan for the Chesapeake Yacht Club to implement the system, in a 

matter the offsets cost within a short period of time.  

Place of Work 

 The work will be conducted at George Mason University and team members’ housing. 

Period of Performance 

 The project will last from the second week of George Mason University’s Fall Semester 

of 2017 to the last week of the Spring Semester 2018. 

 

Concept of Operations 

Interactions on the water are governed by 15 of the 91 racing Rules of Sailing. These rules can 

be found in Part 2: When Boats Meet of the World Sailing: Racing Rules of Sailing Manual. Part 

2 is split into 4 different sections: A, Right of Way; B, General Limitations; C, At Marks and 

Obstructions; D, Other Rules.  

10. On Opposite Tacks 

11. On the Same Tack, Overlapped 

12. On the Same Tack, Not Overlapped 

13. While Tacking 

14. Avoiding Contact 

15. Acquiring Right of Way 

16. Changing Course 

17. On the Same Tack; Proper Course 

18. Mark-Room 

19. Room to Pass an Obstruction 
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20. Room to Tack at an Obstruction 

21. Exoneration 

22. Starting Errors; Taking Penalties; Backing a Sail 

23. Capsized, Anchored or Aground; Rescuing 

24. Interfering with Another Boat 

The rule violations listed below have been identified as representative of those that occur over a 

typical race. 

Considering that most if not all point-of-contacts agree that the locations with the most rule 

violations on a typical regatta course are around the starting line and marks. As such the 

violations most likely to occur would include those covered in sections A, B, and C. Thus the 

four operational scenarios posited for this paper include violations of rules from each of those 

sections. 

● Right of Way Violation 

● Violation While Tacking 

● Failure to Give Mark Room 

● Over Proper Course 

 

Operational Scenarios 

Operational Scenario 1: Right-Of-Way Violation 

“ON OPPOSITE TACKS 

When boats are on opposite tacks, a port-tack boat shall keep clear 

of a starboard-tack boat.” - The Racing Rules of Sailing 

Racer A is sailing on a starboard-tack meanwhile Racer B is approaching Racer A on a port-tack.  
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Figure 6: Right-Of-Way Violation Staging 

Rather than keep clear Racer B fails to keep clear of Racer A. Racer A indicates a protest to the 

judge. The Judge reviews footage and observes Racer B’s failure to adhere to the rules regarding 

right of way. The Judge penalizes Racer B. 
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Figure 7: Right-Of-Way Violation 

Operational Scenario 2 : Violation while Tacking 

“WHILE TACKING  

After a boat passes head to wind, she shall keep clear of other boats until she is on a close-hauled 

course. During that time rules 10, 11, and 12 do not apply. If two boats are subject to this rule at 

the same time, the one on the other’s port side or the one astern shall keep clear.” - The Racing 

Rules of Sailing 

 

Racer B is currently astern of Racer A.   
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Figure 8: Violation While Tacking Staging 

Both Racers attempt to pass head to wind, rather than keep clear Racer B passes Racer A barely 

avoiding a collision. Racer A signals protest to judge. The Judge reviews footage and observes 

Racer B’s failure to adhere to the rules regarding right of way. The Judge penalizes Racer B. 
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Figure 9: Violation While Tacking 

Operational Scenario 3 : Failure to Give Mark Room 

“(b) If boats are overlapped when the first of them reaches the zone, the outside boat at that 

moment shall thereafter give the inside boat mark-room. If a boat is clear ahead when she 

reaches the zone, the boat clear astern at that moment shall thereafter give her mark-room.  

(c) When a boat is required to give mark-room by rule 18.2(b),  

(1) she shall continue to do so even if later an overlap is broken or a new overlap 

begins;  

(2) if she becomes overlapped inside the boat entitled to mark-room, she shall also 

give that boat room to sail her proper course while they remain overlapped.”  - 

The Racing Rules of Sailing 

Racer A enters the zone of a mark before Racer B does. 
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Figure 10: Failure to Give Mark Room Staging 

However, Racer B fails to give Racer A mark-room. The bow of racer B’s boat collides with 

Racer A’s boat. Racer B continues past the mark. Racer A signals protest to judge. The Judge 

reviews footage and observes Racer B’s failure to adhere to the rules regarding right of way. The 

Judge penalizes Racer B. 
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Figure 11: Failure to Give Mark Room 

Operational Scenario 4: Failure to Give Mark Room 

“30 STARTING PENALTIES 

30.1 I Flag Rule 

If flag I has been displayed, and any part of a boat’s hull, crew or 

equipment is on the course side of the starting line or one of its 

extensions during the last minute before her starting signal, she shall 

sail across an extension to the pre-start side before starting.” - The Racing Rules of Sailing 

 

Race is about 4 minutes prior to start. Race official displays I Flag. System is observing start of 

race. Judge notices Racer A’s bow is past the starting line through the system. Judge penalizes 

Racer A.  
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Operational Scenario 5: Over Proper Course 

“ON THE SAME TACK; PROPER COURSE If a boat clear astern becomes overlapped within 

two of her hull lengths to leeward of a boat on the same tack, she shall not sail above her proper 

course while they remain on the same tack and overlapped within that distance, unless in doing 

so she promptly sails astern of the other boat. This rule does not apply if the overlap begins while 

the windward boat is required by rule 13 to keep clear.”  - The Racing Rules of Sailing 

 

Racer A is in the lead Racer B is overlapped by Racer A within two hulls of Racer A. The 

system is recording the race. Racer A rather than sailing proper course sails over proper course 

slowing down Racer B. The judge catches Racer A’s violation of Rule 17 and penalizes Racer A. 

The Solution 

Based on sponsor direction, both synchronous and asynchronous solutions are being explored.  

An asynchronous solution stores location data for the race duration.  On the other hand, the 

synchronous system provides real time location data, allowing the judge to make on the spot 

decisions. 

Asynchronous Solution 

After the race the Judge reviews footage and observes Racer B’s failure to adhere to the rules 

regarding right of way. The Judge penalizes Racer B at the indicated time. 
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Figure 12: Asynchronous Solution 

 

Synchronous Solution 

The Judge reviews footage and observes Racer B’s failure to adhere to the rules regarding right 

of way. The Judge penalizes Racer B. 

 

Figure 13: Synchronous Solution 
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Cost Model 

In order to perform cost analysis the RRAS team made several assumptions, that of which will 

be listed here: 

● The RRAS will operate over a period of five years 

● The GPS design alternative will not need to be replaced over this period 

● The Drone design alternative will likely need it’s drone and camera component replaced 

twice, as well as its battery replaced twice 

● The Yacht club will use a memory card until it is full, then it will replace said memory 

card 

The sources for most values that will define the business costs will be found through online 

retailers. The team will also assume that the MSRP for the products will be universal and as such 

be the source of the costs.Shipping costs for each component will also be ignored. 

 

Proposed Solutions 

The following are solutions identified to best match the mission requirements.  They will be 

developed to include functional and design requirements.  After development, they will be tested 

against the simulation to determine the optimal solution. 

Each will be narrowed down to best alternative by class, and then tested against the results of the 

simulation and field research will be used in determining the optimal solution. 

Ship-Mounted Cameras 

The primary part of this system requires that each racing yacht will attach cameras to the rear rail 

of the ships.  A mounted camera will provide users with an onboard perspective of the race.  

With this system users will be able to monitor the racing Yacht teams over the course of the race 

allowing race judge(s) to check for actions that do not conform to the rules laid out in The 

Racing Rules of Sailing manual. High durability cameras (e.g. GoPro) will be capable of either 

saving or live streaming footage. If a contestant protests, the judge may review the footage at the 

indicated time to choose appropriate penalties. 
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This design alternative consists of a camera, a transmitter, a receiver, and a monitor. The camera 

will capture images which will be translated into a signal sent out by the transmitter to the 

receiver over some distance which will then be translated into a video for viewing through a 

monitor. This kind of system has multiple uses such as in NASCAR races, security monitoring, 

and FPV systems used in drones. 

Drones 

Using a camera on a drones would give us a top vision of the sailboats movements to prevent any 

collision. A drone operator would control the drone to have it follow the fleets, and fly at an 

altitude best suited for tracking ship movements. The operator will be able to fly the drone for 23 

min before landing and charging the drone. The way we could approach the integration of the 

drone to the system is to place one camera for each drone. The camera on each drone would give 

us a livestream video. Each judge will have a tablet or a smartphone to watch the sailboats 

movements and contact captains to notify any violations. 

GPS Module + Arduino 

A GPS module can be attached to an arduino or similar single board computer such as a 

Raspberry Pi to receive and send location information. Unfortunately a normal GPS module can 

only be precise up to 10 meters. This is due to a lack of an adequate antenna as well as 

interference with weather and other extraneous variables. Another form of tracking would be 

using what is known as “Differential GPS” (dGPS). This uses a form post-processing and code 

correction to the GPS to obtain precision up to 1 meter. RTKLIB is an opensource tool that can 

process GPS data into dGPS. Using a Raspberry Pi paired with a stronger antenna it is possible 

to add modules and use RTKLIB to obtain tracking that has subcentimeter precision.[12] 

GPS modules with Wide Area Augmentation  Systems (WAAS) capable of advanced tracking, 

with post processing enabling horizontal accuracy of 1.4 meters at a 95% confidence interval 

within the US. [8] GPS modules would either store or stream location data at small time 

intervals.  Results from multiple boats are then be graphed to determine rule violations and 

offenders. Smartphones to be released in 2018 with accuracy of +/- 1 meter. [9] 
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● Arduino Ultimate GPS Breakout 

○ -165 dBm sensitivity 

○ 10 Hz updates 

○ 66 channels 

○ Can be compared to other GPS signals (e.g. cell phones) 

● Arduino Ultimate GPS Breakout 

○ Outputs NMEA sentences, which was coded to format important information: 

○ GPGGA, GPRMC 

○ Testing resulted in a status code  

○ of “V” for void (invalid) 

○ Future testing will require battery 

○ and storage for best signal 

○ Can achieve a precision of 4 decimal places 

○ External Antenna could improve that 

 

GPS vs. DGPS 

● Multiple small modular GPS units would allow for precise localized spatial awareness, 

but inaccurate coordinates 

● DGPS would improve accuracy with the use of a base station but is unrealistic for this 

system  

● May find a way to use arduinos to communicate with each other depending on spatial 

distance 
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Aerostats (Weather Balloons) 

● New Point of Contacts recommend use of Weather Balloons 

● Solve Rotation Problem Via tethering to side of Balloon 

● Possible Fishing Line Tether 

● Planned Tradeoff Analysis Completion Next Week 

 

Requirements 

In order to carry out these sets of rules and regulations, the mission requires multiple steps. The 

first of these is for officials to set the standard rules and regulations and officiate them in a 

rulebook. Once this has been completed, it is essential to make them known to the Regatta racing 

companies, teams, and all those participating in the sport. After it has become well known, these 

rules must not only be enforced, but there must also be consequences to those who do not follow 

them or obey them. If the rules are not enforced, their presence will have no meaning and people 
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will not take them seriously. 

 

M: Mission Requirements 

Synchronous  & Asynchronous 

● M.1: Shall provide a history of >80% of rule breaking actions 

● M.2: Shall have a precision of up to +/-5 meters with a 5 second moving average of 

broadcast or stored position for all data 

● M.3: Shall not obstruct the race or competitors 

● M.4: Shall comply with applicable laws 

 

M.2: Synchronous 

● M.5: Shall provide competitor locations to Judges in real time 

● M.6: Shall verify penalty compliance by rule violators 

 

 

S: Simulation Requirements 

S.1: The simulation shall accurately model the average length of time of a class 1 race. 

S.2: The simulation shall output an average protest rate of A/per race within a 95% 

confidence of the average protest per race. 

S.3: Input Parameter Requirements 

S.3.1: The simulation shall accept input wind parameters. 

S.3.2: The simulation shall accept input boat parameters. 

S.3.3: The simulation shall accept a number of contestants inputs. 

S.3.4: The simulation shall accept a simulation frequency input.  

S.3.5: The simulation shall accept a map coordinates input. 

S.3.6: The simulation shall accept a fuzz factor input. 
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S.3.7: The simulation shall accept a cheat factor input. 

S.4: Output Parameter Requirements 

S.4.1: The simulation shall output yacht location coordinates throughout the race. 

S.4.2: The simulation shall output violation hotspot locations. 

 

Simulation 

Simulation Purpose 

The purpose of the simulation will give insight to the team as to where and how often protests 

may occur on a given regatta course. This will help determine the optimal choice of alternative 

design for the given environment. It may also help the race committee with the adjudication 

process. 

● To create a 3-dimensional (x,z,t) stochastic simulation based on regatta rules 

● Inform the user of high potential protest areas 

● Assist in deciding the optimal alternative design for specific location 

Method of Analysis 
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Simulation Design 

The simulation model consists of a Python program created with Anaconda.  This is 

bidirectionally linked to a Matlab Velocity Prediction Program (GVPP) allowing data transfer.  

The Python program is largely created through the Shapely Library.  This allows the creation of 

multi-dimensional geometric objects, which can be extruded, rotated, moved, etc.  It also allows 

intersection checking, location, and other geometric operations.  Model input is handled via 

Excel templates, used to create CSV import files.  Model output either graphically or via data.  

The velocity prediction program (GVPP) accepts wind direction, speed, and boat specifications.  

It outputs arrays of forces, resistances, and velocities given various angles.  This information is 

pulled into the simulation via the bi-directional bridge.  It uses a simplified model on x,y axis, 

which is built from geocoordinates using the Vincente formula.   Little to no error should be 

introduced by this.  The map is loaded from an csv file, which is created using an Excel template.  

It is constructed of geometric constructs through the Shapely Library, and graphed through the 

matplotlib library.  Line segments are used for start, finish, and intermediary objectives.  Points 

are used for intermediary pathfinding purposes, allowing each boat to travel around obstacles 

semi-optimally.   Each boat will be treated as an agent, with decision making algorithms to 

determine best tacks.  This will be run through a monte-carlo simulation, with N yet to be 

determined. 
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Figure 20: Graphical Depiction of Simulation 

 

 

GVPP (MATLAB) 

The GVPP is a velocity prediction program, or VPP, which is essentially a tool used to 

approximate the velocity of a boat on the water at various angles against the wind started t the 

MIT Pratt Project in the 1970’s as a means to understand more about the underlying science of 

sailing and boat design, they’re now used as a means of rating rules and designers. [SYRF 2018] 

The GVPP used for the sim is a VPP published by Gianluca Meneghello in February 5, 2012. It 

uses the Delft Systematic Yacht Hull Series (DSYHS) for the hull hydrodynamics and the 1980’s 

Hazen’s Model for sail aerodynamics. The program can be summarized as  a constrained 

Maximization Problem for finding the best velocity at various angles against the wind.  

Variables (Min, max for all) 

● Boat Speed: V 

● Heel Angle: phi (Constrained) 

● Crew Arm: b (Constrained) 

● Sail flattening factor: F (Constrained) 
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Limitations 

● Length - Beam Ratio 

● Beam - Draft Ratio 

● Length - Displacement Ration 

● Longitudinal Centre of Buoyancy 

● Longitudinal Centre of Floatation 

● Prismatic Coefficient 

● Midship Area Coefficient 

● Loading Factor 

Input Files 

● Vpp.conf 

● vpp.phys 

● vpp.Rconf 

● vpp.wind 

Output 

● Outputs into 2 dimensional Numpy array 

● Outputs of Interest 

○ Angle 

○ Velocity 

○ Force 

○ Resistance 

 

Assumptions 

● Starting Point Dispersion: This measures the spread of the ships around the starting line.  

Is affected by both fuzz factor and cheat factor. 

● Sail Dead Zone: This determines the size of the dead wind zone created by the sail.  May 

be removed due to complexity. 

Model Input Parameters 

● Configurable Wind Parameters 

○ True Velocity 

○ True Direction 

(‘True’ velocity and direction are the numbers from a stationary point oriented to 0 

degrees.) 
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● Input Boat Parameters 

 Ship used: Hunter 41DS 

 Turn Drag 

● Logarithmic Regression on Data acquired in field.  See Appendix B. 

 Acceleration 

● Exponential Regression on Data acquired in field. See Appendix B. 

NOTE: The following values are partly supplied by research and partly estimated.  The 

current values provided working velocity polars, but are a bit fast at low wind speeds and 

a bit slow at high wind speeds.  This estimated points will continue to be adjusted in 

search of more accurate output. 

Hull 

❏ DIVCAN  9.8  %[m^3] Displaced volume of canoe body 

❏ LWL     10.82  % [m]  Design waterline length 

❏ BWL     2.5  % [m]  Design waterline beam 

❏ B       4.04  % [m]  Design maximum beam 

❏ AVGFREB 2  % [m]  Average freeboard 

❏ XFB     5.4  % [m]  Longitudinal center of buoyancy LCB from fpp 

❏ XFF     5.4  % [m]  Longitudinal center of flotation LCF from fpp 

❏ CPL     0.59  % [-]  Longitudinal prismatic coefficient 

❏ HULLFF  1.0    % [-]  Hull form factor 

❏ AW      54  %[m^2] Design waterplanes area 

❏ SC      60  %[m^2] Wetted surface area of canoe body 

❏ CMS     0.77  % [-]  Midship section coefficient  

❏ T       1.52  % [m]  Total draft 

❏ TCAN    0.6  % [m]  Draft of canoe body 

❏ ALT     25  %[m^2] Total lateral area of yacht 

❏ KG      0.5  % [m]  Center of gravity above moulded base or keel 

❏ KM      2.511  % [m]  Transverse metacentre above moulded base or keel 

Keel 

❏ DVK     0.45  %[m^3] Displaced volume of keel 
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❏ APK     1.4  %[m^2] Keel planform area 

❏ ASK     0.850  % [-]  Keel aspect ratio 

❏ SK      3  %[m^2] Keel wetted surface 

❏ ZCBK    0.653  % [m]  Keel vertical center of buoyancy (below free surface) 

❏ CHMEK   1.1  % [m]  Mean chord length 

❏ CHRTK   1.3  % [m]  Root chord length 

❏ CHTPK   0.8  % [m]  Tip chord length 

❏ KEELFF  1      % [-]  Keel's form factor 

❏ DELTTK  0      % [-]  Mean thickness ratio of keel section 

❏ TAK     1.62  % [-]  Taper ratio of keel (CHRTK/CHTPK) 

Rudder 

❏ DVR     0      %[m^3] Rudder displaced volume 

❏ APR     0.480  %[m^2] Rudder planform area 

❏ SR      0.960  %[m^2] Rudder wetted surface 

❏ CHMER   0.490  % [m]  Mean chord length 

❏ CHRTR   0.544  % [m]  Root chord length 

❏ CHTPR   0.435  % [m]  Tip chord length 

❏ DELTTR  0      % [m]  Mean thickness ratio of rudder section 

❏ RUDDFF  1      % [m]  Rudder form factor 

Sails 

% sail set - sails used in THIS calculation 

% 1 - main; 3 - main & jib; 5 - main & spi; 7 - main, jib, & spinnaker;  

❏ SAILSET 3 

❏ P       15.44  % [m]  Mainsail height 

❏ E       5.94  % [m]  Mainsail base 

❏ MROACH  1.3    % [-]  Correction for mainsail roach [-]  

❏ MFLB 1      % [0/1] Full main battens in main 

❏ BAD     1  % [m]  Boom height above deck 

❏ I       15.7  % [m]  Foretriangle height 
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❏ J       3.96  % [m]  Foretriangle base 

❏ LPG     4.115  % [m]  Perpendicular of longest jib 

❏ SL      8.077  % [m]  Spinnaker length 

❏ EHM     19.15  % [m]  Mast height above deck 

❏ EMDC    0.254  % [m]  Mast average diameter 

Crew 

❏ MMVBLCRW 100   % [kg] Movable Crew Mass 

Boat parameters unavailable from specification sheets were estimated to best match the 

velocity predictions as shown by manufacturer and field experience. 

Simulation Parameters 

● Number of contestants 

● Simulation frequency (updates per minute) 

○ Increasing frequency massively increases run time 

● Map Coordinates 

● Configurable “Fuzz Factor” 

○ Increases or decreases intelligence of AI/Crew decision making.  

○ Low = Optimal Decisions 

● Configurable “Cheat Factor” 

○ Determines the probability that a contestant may try to cheat. 

○ Low = Unlikely to cheat 

Random Variables Inputs 

● Pilot Skill 

● Key Point Locations (Starting Line, Finish Line, Mark locations) 

● Location of Course 

● Obstacle Locations 

● Boat acceleration 

Random Variables Parameters 

● Wind Speed  

● Wave Height 
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Geometric Approach 

● 2d geometric  objects created through Python Shapely, allows intersection checking, 

shape extrusion/rotation, & scaling/distortion 

● Longitude, Latitude <-> Metric conversion through Vincente Formula 

● Human-like decision making:  

○ Visibility ✓ 

■ The agent can only see areas not blocked by land masses 

○ Mistakes ✓ 

■ Mistakes can be made via the fuzz factor 

○ Variance ✓ 

■ Probabilistic simulation ensures each agent will act differently 

Description of Simulation 

The below section includes a step by step description of each of the major classes and functions.  

Smaller helper functions have not been included.  Standard deviations for the distributions have 

not been included as these are a function of both distance from the next point, pilot skill, fuzz 

factor, and a largely arbitrary constant. 

Setup Class 

The setup class is used to bring in required working directories, matlab input, matlab commands, 

wind angle and wind speed. (140 lines) 

● Cheat check function follows uniform distribution, returns true/false on cheat. 

● Wgvpp function writes wind conditions to matlab run files 

● Sgvpp writes sail choices to matlab run files 

● Rgvpp function runs matlab program 

● Agvpp grabs wind polars and pulls them in.  They are then:  

○ Cleaned (nan values removed)  

○ Rotated 90 degrees (required to match trig functions)  

○ Mirrored across the y axis (required for yacht decision making) 

○ Converted to Radians 

○ Converted from 0 to 4pi domain to -2pi to 2 pi domain 

● Excess values discarded 
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Map Class 

The map class consists of three main methods: (220 lines) 

● The distr function resizes given input maps into feet and rotates them to the proper 

orientation.  Any coordinate input is converted to feet as if on an xy plane from 0,0.  

While this introduces some error, due to the latitude and longitude of our testing location, 

this is not an issue. (Largely square lat/lon zones.   

● The l_map function loads in a map from a given coordinate csv file, utilizing the row 

headers to determine the type of shapely object to place on the map. 

○ Maps must be formatted correctly. (Use formatted excel template) 

● The vis function builds out maps so that they can be visualized, showing each part with 

the maptlolib library built from the shapely objects. 

Ship Class 

The ship class consists of 19 methods.  Of these, ten are trivial helper functions. (430 lines) 

● The dpath function modifies the polar matrix brought in from the setup class to show 

sorted/unsorted velocities made good given input coordinate locations. 

● The ind function finds the index of a given angle in the rotated matrix without performing 

a search.  Alone, this function drops the time complexity of the simulation by 2 orders of 

magnitude. 

● The randomizer function takes a given path and then modifies it via a normal distribution 

with the mean centered upon the optimal course.  Velocities are assigned based on that 

optimal course 

● The npath function is one of the most complex functions.  It handles several cases and 

chooses the next path for the ship to follow given pilot skill, distance, wind angle, etc. 

○ Negative VMG case: recalculate angle from scratch 

○ Near optimal turning point: recalculate angle to turn from scratch 

○ Within 10 degrees of optimal course 

○ No valid course 

● The npos function calculates new location given top speed, acceleration factor (constant 

of 16 to match Hunter d41 acceleration numbers. 

○ It integrates current velocity with respect to time to find time on new acceleration 

curve. 

○ It flips the new acceleration curve to be a time curve and then integrates along 

time curve to find distance traveled. 

○ Edge cases: 

■ Ship not moving 

■ Acceleration 

■ Deacceleration 

■ Acceleration or Deacceleration with new curve with higher value than old 

curve 
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● Cpath function (currently inactive) checks for course intersection with shores or islands 

● The nobj function determines the next mark/ai aid marker to approach.  If all have been 

acquired, it heads for the closest point on the start line. 

● The AI function handles point history, old acceleration limit, new acceleration limit, and 

calls the above helper functions to determine new location. 

● The l_ships method loads an arbitrary number of ships from the provided excel templated 

csv files. 

Master Class 

The master class handles individual races.  (218 lines) 

● The startd function: 

● 3 Edge Cases: 

● On Starting line 

● Past Starting Line 

● Behind Starting Line 
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● Rsim function takes the start distributed ships and calls their ai functions, moving them 

around the map and storing potential violations and location history 

● Rvis function visualizes race results 

● Vvis function visualizes violations 

Main File 

The main file handles monte carlo simulation by running x numbers of simulations per y wind 

degrees in parallel and then storing them.  Number of parallel races is dependent upon the 

processor power and thread count.  (50 lines) 

Analyzer File 

The analyzer file creates a dictionary of races, storing violations by wind degree and then 

combines them into heat maps.  Requires 20+ gb of ram to run due to dataset size. (110 line) 

Graphical Model Outputs 

The following artifacts have been generated by the Simulation Model 

Geometry 

The figure below is the geometric output of a sailboat.  It is simplified to minimize performance 

impact on the simulation during movement, and skewing.  The image below is not depicted to 

scale, though it is scaled correctly in the simulation. 
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Figure 21: Model Output of Simplified Boat Geometry 
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The figure below is a simplified version of the West River near Shady Side. (Home of the 

Chesapeake Yacht Club.  This map will be used for simulation of races.  Marks are not currently 

added, as they must be added and removed for each simulation.   See original map graphic in 

Appendix C. 

 

 

Figure 22: Model Output of Simplified Map of West River 
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Ship Exports 

The below graphic is the maximum velocities of a Hunter D41 given various wind 

speeds.This will be used along with an acceleration linear regression (to be determined from data 

in Appendix B) 

 

Figure 23: GVPP Polar Velocities 
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The below graphic shows velocity and velocity made good for a Hunter D41.  While this 

will not be used in the simulation, as velocity made good changes based on target position, it is 

included to demonstrate the necessity of tacking/gybing. 

 

Figure 24: GVPP Velocity Made Good 
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The below graphic shows the force applied to the ship from each of the sails.  This may 

be used to aid in the acceleration regression. 

 

Figure 25: GVPP Force off Sail Given Angles 
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The below graphic depicts force applied toward the direction of travel and to other 

angles. Fdrive is the force applied toward the angle of travel.  This may be used in the 

acceleration regression. 

 

Figure 26: GVPP Forces applied to Ship 
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The below graphic depicts the drag created by various ship parameters.  It is largely used 

to aid in guessing ship parameters not supplied through research. At this time, we believe that 

hull residuary drag is too low initially and too high at top speeds. 

 

Figure 27: GVPP Drag from Ship given speed 

Simulation Speed through Matrix Manipulation 

Stochastic Simulation Destroys Efficiency in Pathfinding 

Optimal Solution: total of 3 iterations + one iteration per obstruction 

Current Stochastic: duration * increment * O(n^2)  + o(20) * o(3 * n^2) iterations 

Optimal Stochastic: duration * increment * O(n*log(n))  + o(20) * o(n) iterations 

● Per participant, above is sorting and identifying complexity only. 
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Matrix Multiplication is o(n^2.84), but does not need to be done iteratively.  Possible GPU 

Acceleration would reduce matrix multiplication by a factor of 14 [22] 

Simulation Outputs 

● Outputs yacht location coordinates throughout race duration 

● Violation Locations 

● Heat map of Violations on course 

Model Verification 

● Ship Physics to be verified against manufacturer published speed figures given wind 

velocities. 

● Racer Paths will be judged based on subject matter expert opinions as well as polar 

velocities throughout race based on fixed wind angle and speed. 

● Generated heat maps will be used to come up with the cumulative probability of a 

violation at various key locations on the course.  

● Maps to be generated off of real world maps 

Pre-Utility Analysis 

Given that the RRAS team had been tasked with designing a system that would aid in rule 

adjudication three solutions had been proposed, initially. This would later be changed to four 

upon subject matter experts’ recommendation. As such, the team sought to design a system using 

off-the-shelf products. With this in mind superficial research revealed a large quantity of options 

that could fill the role of the key component in each design alternative. Thus the team sought to 

filter the number of options down to the best key option for each design alternative. In order to 

do this the team performed a trade-off analysis of four options that were considered sufficient in 

satisfying each design alternative’s goals. 

Trade-Off Analysis 

Ship-Mounted Camera Analysis 

The SMC (Ship-Mounted Camera) needed to record the race through, as the name implies, a 

camera. But not just any camera, a durable, long lasting, wide-angle capturing, and reasonable-

priced camera. Looking into cameras revealed that the camera market was quite large and made 

up of multiple branches divided up for very specialized tasks such as home security, recreational 

activity, and film production. Given the need for a camera capable of capturing live sports while 
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also not obstructing racers, the team identified a need for first-person-view specialized or action 

cameras. As such five action cameras were identified as being able to fulfill the role of a ship-

mounted camera: the GoPro Hero Session, the Polaroid Cube, the YI 4K, the FDR-X3000 4K, 

and the SJCAM SJ7. 

In order to perform a trade-off analysis four attributes of value were identified: the camera’s 

battery, cost, field of view, as well as its resolution labeled as camera below.  

 

Brand Battery FoV  Resolution  

GoPro Hero 

Session 70 min 122.64o 1080p 

Polaroid 

Cube 107 min 124o 1440p 

YI 4K 120 min 155o 4k 

FDR-X3000 

4K 60 min 170o 4k 

SJCAM SJ7 60 min 166o 4k 

Weights 0.444 0.444 0.111 

Utility 

Function Linear 

0.25exp
0.0077

x 
Linear 

 

The utility function for Field of view was determined by setting the maximum degree of utility 

(180 degrees) to 1.0 and the minimum degree of utility (90) to 0.5, then performing linear 

regression. 
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Figure 30: Contribution of Weighted Values 
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Figure 31: Battery Sensitivity Analysis 

 

 

Figure 32: Field of View Sensitivity Analysis 
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Removing cost out of the utility analysis results in a change to the value of the weights as 

displayed by the table below.  

 

Attribute Weight 

Battery 0.444 

FoV 0.444 

Resolution 0.111 

Figure 33: Attribute-Weight table for Ship Mounted Camera 

With the new weights as well as comparing each option reveals that the YI 4k still has the best 

utility with mid to low range cost, still making it the best option as exemplified by the plot 

below.  

 

Figure 33: Cost vs. Utility Graph for Ship Mounted Camera trade-off Analysis 

Drone Analysis 

Like the Ship Mounted Camera the Drone design alternative also needs a camera. But 

considering that the team was designing a system with components to be bought off the shelf, the 

drone options that were considered haad to come up with a camera. Other than that the key 

component for this design alternative needed to have  a decent battery life, could operate at a 
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decent distance from the Race Committee’s vehicle, as well as handle typical race day winds. 

Thus the options that were considered for this design alternative included: the DJI Mavic Pro, the 

DJI Phantom 4 Pro, the Autel X-Star, Parrot Bebop 2, and GoPro Karma. 

 

Brand Battery  Camera Range Velocity 

DJI Mavic 

Pro 27 min 4K 4.5 miles 35 kts 

DJI Phantom 

4 Pro 26 min 4K 4.3 miles 49 kts 

Autel X-Star 23 min 4K 1.2 miles 30 kts 

Parrot Bebop 

2 25 min 1080p 1.2 miles 32 kts 

GoPro Karma 20 mi 4K 1.8 miles 30 kts 

Weights 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 

Utility 

Function 
w*0.0039e0.

184x Linear w*0.056e0.5x Linear 
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Figure 35: Contribution of Weighted Values 

 

Figure 36: Battery Sensitivity Analysis 
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Figure 37: Drone Range Sensitivity Analysis 

 

Figure 38: Drone Velocity Sensitivity Analysis 
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Removing cost out of the utility analysis results in a change to the value of the weights as 

displayed by the table below.  

Attribute Weight 

Battery 0.3 

Camera 0.1 

Range 0.3 

Velocity 0.2 

Figure 33: Attribute-Weight table for Drone 

With the new weights as well as comparing each option reveals that the DJI Mavic Pro still has 

the best utility with high cost, making it an okay option as exemplified by the plot below.  

 

GPS Analysis 

 

Weights      

Utility Function Linear Linear w*0.25e0.077x Linear  

 

 

Brand 

Battery 

Life Cost Waterproof  WAAS Enabled  Utility 
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Garmin eTrex 10 20 hrs $110 Yes Yes  

Dual Electronics 

GPS 8.5 hrs $80 No Yes  

Arduino unknown $50 unknown No  

Stratux ADS-B 4 hrs $250 No Yes  

 

Utility Analysis 

Area of Coverage Calculations 

Camera Range 
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Osmo Camera View Range 

 

 

● Range of 1450ft (~450m) and without zoom at fixed position most likely range of 750ft  

● 650 ft can be considered the maximum radius of the arcview as the Osmo can rotate 

● Gives the full diameter of each view range of 2900ft 

● 90 degree Camera FOV 

● For non-movement/non-zoom, this radius would then be considerably smaller (~500ft) 
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GPS Experiment 

Design 

Without access to an XPS, the team tested a WAAS enabled Arduino GPS (potentially precise up 

to 1 meter) to confirm precision. The experiment was carried out at an open flat area and the 

GPS coordinates were then recorded every minute for 1 hour (n=60). Assumptions were made 

such as stationary feedback having the same precision as non-stationary feedback as well as the 

assumption that other WAAS GPS modules would not have a significant increase in precision. 

The hypothesis are shown in Figure 12 and the results are depicted below in Figure 11. 

 

 

Null Hypothesis WAAS GPS has a precision of <= 5 meters. 

Alt. Hypothesis WAAS GPS has a precision of > 5 meters. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: GPS Experiment Results 
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Figure 13: Latitude Vs Longitude Results 

 

Conclusion 

 

Our objective was to have a 3 sigma level for our alternative hypothesis, with the results 

averaging at ~2 sigma. Since we did not obtain this level we reject the alternative and accept the 

null hypothesis.  A 3 sigma level is very likely with a higher powered gps module. With an 

average precision sigma level of 2, we are recommending that the GPS not be used as a primary 

design but may be used as an extension for the final system. With the yacht length overall (LOA) 

on average being much greater than 5 meters, a GPS design will still likely have a sufficient 

precision for tracking protests. 

The Null Hypothesis was rejected since a precision of > 5 meters is required to achieve a 

significance level of 3σ. And with higher power GPS chips, a 3 meter precision level is feasible 

With a precision of 5m, the current GPS prototype cannot be used as a standalone primary 

design. However, the GPS still provides valuable contextual information to the adjudicators.  
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Requirements Traceability Verification Matrix (RTVM) 

 

Analysis and Simulation A & S 

Inspection I 

Test T 

Demonstration D 

 

 

Requirement Requirement Description 
Evaluation 

Method 

Evaluation 

Description 

M.1.1 
Shall comply with current edition of 

Racing Rules of Sailing. 
I 

Confirm that the system 

conforms with all written 

rules in the World 

Sailing Racing Rules of 

Sailing 2017-2020 

manual. 

M.1.2 
Shall provide history of rule breaking 

actions for race duration. 
D 

Tester requests the 

system for history of a 

pre-recorded rule 

breaking action. 

M.1.3 
Shall store competitor positions for race 

duration. 
D 

Playback stored race 

data of simulated race. 

M.1.4 
Shall not obstruct the race or 

competitors. 
D 

Place the system in a 

test yacht, and confirm 

that movement around 

the system isn't 

hindered by the system. 

M.2.1 

Shall provide competitor locations for 

race duration to Judges within X 

seconds. 

A&S 

Simulated Race, at 

point in race tester 

requests test participant 

to give positions of 

racers, and times the 

response. 

M.2.2 
Shall verify penalty compliance by rule 

violators. 
D 

Demo systems ability to 

capture a model of a 

simulated racer 

stopping during a race. 
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System Validation 

The system shall be validated in three phases: validation against model, field testing, and finally 

sponsor acceptance. Validation of the model’s violation hotspots against real-world known 

violation hotspots will determine the model’s accuracy in mimicking rule violations in a regatta 

race. This will aid in confirming the data outputted by the design alternative sims. Field testing 

the system may be feasible with all non-drone design alternatives. This field test may either be 

attempted through a ground real-world simulation of the operational scenarios (mentioned in the  

Con-Ops section of the paper) on either land or water. (See Slide 45 of “Final Presentation”) 

Result 

Preliminary Testing 

On February first, the team successfully completed twelve runs of the latest simulation iteration, 

as of that date. The runs considered the paths of races and elapsed cpu time with a single 

participant, as well as races with ten participant race at various true wind angles. All of these 

races would take place on the shadyside course over 10 second incrementations. 

 

Violation Hotspot Probability 

Violation Hotspots CMF 

Starting/Finish Line ~31 % 

Windward Mark ~44 % 

Leeward Mark ~12 % 

Other ~13 % 
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Utility Analysis 

The utility function is composed of the four factors identified as most important by our sponsor. 

First is coverage, denoted by xc and calculated linearly, is the percentage of the violations 

identified by the simulation and tracked by the solution is weighted at w1 = 0.36.  Second is real 

time, denoted by xr, is calculated via step function and is weighted at w2 = 0.21.  Third, 

complexity is denoted by xv, calculated using an exponential function and is weighted at w3 = 

0.39; it is subjective, therefore the rating is the average of the team’s ratings with sponsor/SME 

input.  Lastly, xb (also calculated via step function) denoting broadcasting, is the ability for the 

system to broadcast to viewers is weighted at w4 = 0.04.  Cost is calculated as the sum of the 

system parts required for a system life span of 5 years (chosen due to improvements to come in 

WAAS enabled GPS.  At that time, the team recommends a re-evaluation of GPS capability). 

f(utility) = w1*0.02*(xc-50)+w2*exp(-xv/2)+w3*(0 if False, 1 if True)+w4*(0 if False, 1 if True) 

 

Factor Drone Aerostat SMC GPS GPS + Aero 

Area 73 82 89 60 99 

Package Cost $1,070.00 $1,750.00 $250 $80 na 

Real Time 1 1 0 1 1 

Broadcasting 1 1 0 0 1 

Complexity 10 2 3 4 4 

Figure 20: Alternative Utility vs Cost Table 
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Figure 20: Utility vs Cost Plot 

Sensitivity Analysis 

Due to the relative technological maturity of the design alternatives, little is likely to change in 

the alternative specifications or component cost.  Thus our sensitivity analysis focuses on three 

race parameters, the number of participants, classes, and marks. The one affecting the cost of the 

Aerostat, “marks,” is depicted in figure 21 with the number of points requiring an aerostat varied 

from three to five (90% of races).  The others,  negatively impact Drone and SMC alternatives, 

without greatly impacting the aerostat alternatives.  

 

Figure 21: Mark Sensitivity 
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Business Case 

“Improving protest resolution through objectivity.”  

Market Analysis 

Our team helps yacht clubs, more specifically Regatta crew and regatta race committee 

members, who struggle with slow, inaccurate and subjective protest decisions.The RRAS will 

solve this problem by providing a comprehensive real time objective perspective of fleet regattas 

and its protests. Thus the introduction of this system will result in an increase in satisfactory 

decisions and protest resolutions. The RRAS will prove to be better than post-race witness 

accounts and limited race- committee perspective in the adjudication of protests. Of the 90 yacht, 

boat, or sail clubs that operate around the Chesapeake Bay area  Dr. Donohue recommends that 

only 10% of them are worth considering as competitive racing clubs that would find the 

implementation of the RRAS useful to them. To name a few potential clients: the Annapolis, 

Eastport, Miles River, Tred Avon, and the Hampton Yacht Club. 

Business Cost 

The annual business cost of the RRAS can be broken down into two main components: fixed and 

recurring costs. The prices of each design alternative will be based on an optimal system life 

span of five years.  

The team has found that the fixed costs of the proposed system can be divided into three main 

parts: the physical system cost. The physical system costs of course consists of all of the main 

components within the physical system. 

The costs associated for each design alternative are illustrated in the tables below. 

Ship Mounted Camera System Drone System 

Component Price Component Price 

YI-4K (x10) $ 1,999.90 Drone & Camera (x4) $ 3,996  

Camera 

Waterproofing 

(x10) 

$ 399.90 Battery (x8) $ 356  
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Mount (x10) $ 999.90   

Transmitter & 

Receiver (x10) 

$ 678.00   

Cables (x10) $ 182.60    

Total $ 4,859.80  Total $ 4,352  

GPS System Weather Balloon 

Component Price Component Price 

Adafruit 

Ultimate GPS 

Breakout (x10) 

$ 399.50 2m3 (x3) 

 

$5,250 

Arduino Uno R3 

Microcontroller 

A000066 (x10) 

$ 199.90 Interior LED Light 

(x3) 

$66 

GPS Antenna - 

External Active 

Antenna (x10) 

$ 129.50 

 

  

MicroSD card 

breakout board+ 

(x10) 

$ 75.00   

5pack 9v Battery 

Clip with 2.1mm 

X 5.5mm Male 

DC Plug (x10) 

$ 59.90   

Total $ 863.80  $5,316 

Figure 39: Business Costs 
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Recurring Cost 

As with any system the Regatta Rules Adjudication system will impose a cost over time during 

its lifecycle. These recurring costs may include maintenance costs and replacement costs. As the 

name implies the maintenance costs includes imposed on the user in order to operate the system 

such as charging the battery of a key device, or filling the air of the aerostat. In the case of 

replacement costs this takes into consideration hypothetical failure that the team considers likely 

to occur over the course of the system’s expected lifecycle.   

Ship Mounted Camera System Drone System 

Component # of units Total Price Component # of units Total Price 

Battery (YI-

4K Battery) 

0 $0 Drone & 

Camera 

(Replaceme

nt DJI 

Mavic Pro) 

2 $ 3,996 

Memory 

Card 

(Sandisk 

Extreme Pro 

64G) 

97  $ 3,831.50 ($ 

39.5 per unit) 

 

Battery (DJI 

Mavic Pro 

battery) 

2 $ 712 

Total  $ 3,800 Total  $ 4,708 

GPS System Weather Balloon 

Component # of units Total Price Component # of units Total Price 

Total 0 $ 0 1/2 helium 

(14.9 Cubic 

Feet Helium 

Tank) 

50 $ 11,144.67 
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   1/2 regular 

air 

 

0 $ 0 

   Total  $ 11,144.67 

 

Revenue Projection 

Collision Expenses Reduced 

Consider the implementation of speed cameras. These are devices designed primarily for 

monitoring speed limit adherence by drivers down a particular road. What’s interesting to note 

that aside from catching speeders, various studies have found that the camera’s very presence is 

often enough to reduce average speeds down that road. While these studies haven’t been able to 

pinpoint the exact magnitude of effect of these devices the cameras do appear to influence 

driving as twenty studies on the subject “found a lower number of crashes in the speed camera 

areas after implementation of the program. In the vicinity of camera sites, the reductions ranged 

from 8% to 49% for all crashes, with reductions for most studies in the 14% to 25% range.” 

(Wilson 2010) 

 

Since the Regatta Rule Adjudication system is specifically designed for rule enforcement, racers 

with and around the system will become aware of the need to control their recklessness. Similar 

to the impact of speed cameras on drivers. Thus, reducing this dangerous behavior of racers. The 

team posits that in the same manner that the implementation of speed cameras have reduced the 

number of collisions as a result of their presence, the RRAS might reduce reckless behavior that 

would contribute to collisions in Regattas. This will reduce the annual costs imposed on the 

skipper as a result of these collisions.  

Selling to other Local Yacht Clubs 

● Another potential source of revenue is selling the product to other local yacht clubs once the 

system has proven to satisfy the club’s needs.  
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And Another Potential Stream of Revenue 

Should the Chesapeake Yacht Club feel that the reduction in the number of violations with a 

controversial outcome is still not enough to justify the implementation of the system, the teams 

suggests that the club should also consider the monetization of the race feeds via streaming 

services or video hosting platforms.  As demonstrated by the success of the in-car cameras in 

NASCAR the introduction of a perspective from on-board the ship could drum up interest in the 

sport (Hall-Geisler 2008). On one hand audiences will be able to catch some of the most 

interesting points of the race such as the start and mark rounding; all from the comfort of their 

home. On the other hand, this would contribute to the privacy concern tension as mentioned in 

the stakeholder analysis.  

On the other hand the system could expand on the existing means of revenue through race 

sponsorships and advertising. Thanks to the help of Capt. Syme the team learned that larger 

Regattas typically have Sponsors; for example the PSA Race to Rock Hall, the America’s Cup, 

etc. More often than not Sponsors will provide their own means of advertising through banners, 

merchandise, etc. Thus the team has considered the inclusion of sponsors in the RRAS 

implementation. For any package that uses the SMC the sponsor the sponsor brand may be 

displayed on a sticker or other flat surface that may be in view of the camera, but doesn’t obscure 

the vision of the racers. Or for the Aerostat design alternative a balloon wrap could be used 

resulting in advertising not unlike a blimp. 

 

Product Package 

With a sponsor suggests a price < $ 10,000 and other research indicating a low cost as a priority, 

the team has decided to offer a two tiered basic approach, with additional GPS modules available 

upon request.  Approximately 10 active yacht racing clubs are available within the Chesapeake 

Bay area, in addition to the others around the country. 

  

Base: Visual Aid design, covering high impact locations 

Package Quantity Cost ($) 

Skyshot Helikite 3 4200 

DJI Osmo Camera 3 1000 
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Life Cycle 5 Years 

Markup 50% 

Customer Cost $7800 

Profit $2600 

 

At a 50% markup and and a project cost of ~62,000, it requires the sale of 24 systems to recoup 

project costs. 

Advanced: Visual Aid Design with full course coverage provided by GPS (Weather hardened) 

Package Quantity Cost ($) 

Skyshot Helikite 3 4200 

DJI Osmo Camera 3 1000 

XPS GPS 10 80 

With a 50% markup and a project cost of ~62,000, it requires a sale of 20 systems to recoup 

project costs. 

 

Life Cycle 5 Years 

Markup 50% 

Customer Cost $10800 

Profit $3600 

User Manual 

1. Streaming with the RRAS (How to Stream) 

● Live Streaming Opportunities 

1. Official Options (for the YI 4k Action Camera): Weibo, Facebook, Youtube 

2. Requires: 
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■ Smartphone with YI Action App 

■ Yi 4k Camera 

■ Social Media Platform of Choice Profile 

● Abridged Live Streaming Tutorial 

1. Open app via smartphone 

2. Choose Wifi through application 

3. Select desired streaming platform 

4. Application generates QR code 

5. Have Camera Scan the QR Code 

6. Once connected to Wifi and server, the stream will begin 

● Streaming Via Twitch 

1. Partnership Guidelines: 

■ An established steadily growing audience and chat 

■ A regular broadcast schedule of at least 3 times a week 

■ Content that conforms to out Rules of Conduct, Terms of Service, and 

DMCA Guidelines 

2. Conditions 

■ 3 Streams a Week 

■ “average concurrent viewership of 500+ people” 

3. Revenue (Split) 

■ “effective cost per 1000 impressions” (eCPM) 

● Starting: $0.70 - $1.40 

● Up to : $1.00 - $2.50 

■ Subscription: $ 4.99 per person 

● Starting: 50/50 

● Up to : 60/40 

● Suggested Consent for the Broadcasting of Stream 

 

2. System Retirement 

 

a. When  to Retire the System 

i. Typical System Lifecycle 

1. 5 years 

ii. Conditions that may suggest the system has deteriorated to a point that it is 

no longer worth maintaining 

1. Cost of repair is more than cost of replacement 

b. Points to consider 

i. How to determine if components are salvageable 
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1. Balloons unsalvageable, cameras can be salvaged  

ii. Where to dispose of the components 

1. Landfill 

iii. What a replacement system should consider 

1. Enhanced GPS accuracy 

 

Risk Analysis 

FMEA 

Every project can potentially result in a disaster in order to prepare for the worst the team has 

come up with risk tables for each of the design alternatives. In order to analyze risk the team 

considered the Severity (S), the magnitude of impact on the system; the Occurrence (O), the 

likelihood of that risk occurring in relation to the other risks; and the Detection (D), assuming the 

risk had occurred, this would be the likelihood the team would find the result of the risk’s 

damage to the system; of each risk. The risks would then be ordered based on an RPN, which is 

equivalent to the product of Severity, Occurrence, and Detection.  

Risk Tables 

SMC Risk Table 

Risks S O D RPN 

Difficult to install. 10 8 1 80 

The camera captures poor image quality. 6 3 3 54 

Sabotage 5 3 2 30 

A camera is lost during the race. 7 4 1 28 

Battery dies during the race 4 5 1 20 

Camera knocked off due to some factor not directly 6 3 1 18 
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related to the yacht team. (i.e. wind speed, 

turbulence) 

Figure 40: Camera Risks 

The team has identified six risks to the ship-mounted camera design alternative. Of these risks 

the one the team is most concerned about is the risk of the system being difficult to install. This 

risk would most likely occur as a result of the vast variety of boats considered acceptable by the 

yacht club alone. Coming up with a multiple ship-mounted camera designs may be worth 

considering in a future project should the ship-mounted camera design alternative be considered 

the optimal choice. The severity of this risk comes from the fact that if the system isn’t able to be 

installed on certain boat classes it limits its application on the kinds of divisions that can be 

monitored by it. Say the system can be installed on the boat if the installation process takes too 

long then the skipper may not even wish to allow the system to be installed on their boat for the 

race. The occurrence has been determined under the consideration that this risk is likely to occur 

as a result of how unique each ship class can be to one another, as well as the number of class-

specific divisions are in a typical regatta. Despite all this the detection is considered for the most 

part easy to detect with a simple visual inspection.  

Taking into consideration the “camera captures poor image quality” risk, which is discovered 

when the user attempts to review the recorded footage, but finds that the image is of such poor 

quality that it is uninterpretable.This is likely to occur when a component such as the lens or 

shutter fails. The severity was found based partly on when this issue may occur. If it happens 

during a race that means from the point in time the failure occurs and until the user is able to 

replace the failed components, the system fails Mission requirements M.1.2, M.1.3, as well as 

M.2. This issue is unlikely to occur assuming that the team considers that the camera will need to 

endure typical boating conditions. This issue should also be relatively easy to detect with a visual 

inspection of the footage provided by the system. But this may only occur after the race if the 

system is design asynchronously.  

Taking into account the risk of a camera being lost during the race, this would occur when the 

camera and/or the mount system ends up being lost in the ocean. The severity value is based on 

the need to replace a part of the system. Designing the ship to handle typical boating conditions 

should reduce the risk of this occurring. The chance of this occurs increases during collisions. 
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This should also be a relatively easy fault to detect with a quick check for the presence of the 

system at its installed position.  

The potential fault the battery dies during the race while it requires a replacement of a part of the 

system, the component isn’t an integral part of the system. This fault may result from cheap 

batteries or simple human misjudgment of the expected lifespan of the power source and as such 

isn’t considered to occur often. And this fault should be very easy to detect regardless of whether 

the system is synchronous or asynchronous.  

The final risk “Camera knocked off due to some factor not directly related to the yacht team” 

occurs when the camera is either knocked off its mount or the camera and mount system is 

knocked off of its installed position. In this scenario we assume the camera and mount system 

are still in the boat. The system should be easily re-installed, but the team will assume the 

skipper and the rest of his crew will ignore the system for the rest of the race making it 

inoperable. The severity of this issue was found based on the face the system will be inoperable 

or useless for the rest of the race. The system may also become an obstruction to the skipper and 

his crew, despite all this a replacement of any parts may be unlikely. The chance of this 

occurring is similar to that described by the risk of a camera being lost during the race risk.  This 

fault should be easy to detect with a simple visual inspection. 

Drones Risk Table 

Risks S O D RPN 

The camera captures poor image quality. 6 3 3 54 

Drone Crashes into some boat out in the 

vicinity of the course. 

10 5 1 50 

Drone crashes into water 7 5 1 35 

Battery dies during race. 4 5 1 20 
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The team has identified four main risks that could impact the drone design alternative. 

Considering “The camera captures poor image quality” risk follows the same methodology 

mentioned in the ship-mounted camera risk table.  

 Considering the “Drone Crashes into Boat” risk, one may see this fault occur when drone 

crashes into some boat within the vicinity of the course. The severity of this scenario is 

extremely high considering the potential damage to the victim and their boat, and the drone. As 

such compensation may required for the injured as well as replacement parts for the drone, or a 

replacement drone depending on the damage sustained. The chance of this risk coming to 

fruition shouldn’t be high considering that the team will be making selections considering the 

performance of the drone, as well as its ability to handle typical sailing conditions. The only 

variable that would be difficult to control for is the pilot’s skill. Otherwise this risk should be 

easy to detect, based on footage captured by the camera, as well as other racers potentially 

indicating the fault. 

Considering the “Drone is Lost” risk, the fault occurs when a Drone is lost during the race. The 

fault is considered to have a relatively high severity as a result of the need to replace a major 

component of the drone design alternative. The chance of this risk occurring as well as its 

detectability is found through a similar methodology described in the “Drone Crashes into Boat” 

Risk. 

The severity, occurrence and detectability for the battery dying fault follow the same 

methodology as the one described for the ship-mounted camera design alternative. 

GPS Risk Table 

Risks S O D RPN 

Missing Data 4 5 8 160 

Bad weather 8 5 3 120 

Loss of connection to server 7 8 2 112 

Corrupted Data 8 6 1 48 

Unable to find accurate GPS 4 7 1 28 
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GPS runs out of battery 9 3 1 27 

GPS breaks 10 1 1 10 

 

The team has identified seven main risks that could impact the GPS design alternative. 

Considering the risk “Missing Data.” The fault occurs when the system is unable to find inputs 

required for playing the race back. The severity of this risk is moderately low. The fault would 

occur after the race and fails mission requirement M.1.2 and partly fails requirement M.1.3. The 

fault has a moderately high chance of occurring. An issue with this risk is that it is difficult to 

detect.  

For the “Bad weather” risk, this occurs when the system may have difficulty locating racers. This 

fault has a high impact on the success of the project. This fault may occur during a race and as 

such fail mission requirements M.1.2, M.1.3, M.2.1, and M.2.2. This fault has a moderately high 

chance of occurring. This failure should be relatively easy to detect. 

Looking at the “Loss of Connection to the Server” risk. This risk may have a high impact on the 

project’s success as a result of failing mission requirement M.1.2, M.1.3, M.2.1, and  M.2.2. This 

fault has a high chance of occurring. This fault should be easy to detect.  

Considering the “Corrupted data” risk. This failure will have a high impact on the success of the 

system. The risk has a moderately high chance of occurring, and should be easy to detect.  

For the “Unable to find accurate GPS” risk, this failure should have a low impact on the project’s 

success. The fault has a very high probability of occurring. This failure should be easy to detect.  

Considering the “GPS runs out of battery” risk, this fault would have a high impact on the 

project’s success. But has a very low chance of occurring. This risk should also be easy to detect. 

The team is also concerned about the possible outcome of the GPS being broken. The success of 

the project is highly impacted by this failure. The risk isn’t likely to occur. This risk should be 

easy to detect. 
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Risk Mitigation Tables 

SMC Risk Mitigation Table 

 

Risks Mitigation 

Difficult to install. Design a rig for the mast cameras system with the purpose 

of making it easy to fit over the mast and stay. 

The camera captures poor image 

quality. 

Potentially survey client and some stakeholders on 

satisfactory image quality. 

Battery dies during race. Make sure the camera has a life span that lasts the 

duration of the race. Or the camera is only used during 

points in the race when rule violations are most likely to 

occur. 

Camera knocked off due to some 

factor not directly related to the 

yacht team. (i.e. wind speed, 

turbulence) 

Design the rig holding the mast camera in place to not 

only have a strong grip on the mast, but also a strong grip 

on the camera. 

A camera is lost during the race. Utilize cheap cameras. 

 

Drones Risk Mitigation Table 

Risks Mitigation 

Drone Crashes into some boat out in 

the vicinity of the course. 

Fire drone pilot 

The camera captures poor image 

quality. 

Potentially survey client and some stakeholders 

on satisfactory image quality. 
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Battery dies during race. Alternate drones, hotswap battery instead of 

recharge. 

Drone crashes into water Attach foam floats 

 

GPS Risk Mitigation Table 

Risks Mitigation 

Missing Data Average of existing data 

Bad weather Recommend not racing during bad weather. 

Loss of connection to server Store data for asynchronous use. 

Corrupted Data Ignore corrupted data, utilize. 

Unable to find accurate GPS Spend more money 

GPS runs out of battery 

Instructions to include charge check, higher battery 

duration GPS 

GPS breaks Improved waterproofing, safer location 
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Project Plan 

Work Breakdown Structure 

The following is the WBS for RRAS.  It is linked to Gantt Chart. 

● Automatic updates with performance metrics 
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Schedule/Gantt Chart 

The schedule was created using Microsoft Project and was updated over the course of the 

project. It is used to find the critical path as well as formulate the value for the percentage of 

work completed. 
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PERT Chart 

 

Budget 

Assumptions 

● Total Budget 

● $50/hr 

● 40 hours/week 

● 34 Weeks 

● Fall & Spring 2017-18 

The following chart shows the Expected Value Management for RRAS. 

Planned Value (PV) $63,250 Schedule Variance (SV) $780 

Earned Value (EV) $64,030 Cost Variance (CV) $405 

Actual Cost (AC) $63,625 
Schedule Performance Index 

(SPI) 
1.012 
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Budget At Completion 

(BAC) 
$64,030 Cost Performance Index (CPI) 1.006 

Completion Time 170 days 
Estimate at Completion 

(EAC) 
$56,000 

Completed 100% Time Committed 1272.5 hrs 

 

Earned Value 
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Critical Value, SPI, and CPI 

 

 

Critical Path 

The critical path is largely in the simulation. We expected the most difficulty in completing this. 

 

Project Risks 

The team has identified several risks. 
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Risks S O D RPN 

Inaccurate data 9 5 1 315 

Model does not accurately represent scenario 
7 7 5 245 

Unable to collect necessary data 10 3 3 90 

Unable to identify solution matching constraints 
8 6 1 48 

Stakeholders may not want to use solution 
7 6 1 42 

Cannot complete model 7 4 1 28 

Loss of Team Member (Overboard) 10 1 1 10 

 

Project Risk Mitigation 

Project risk mitigation strategies outlined below. 

Risks Mitigation 

Inaccurate data Utilize existing data to best of ability.  Approximate remaining. 

Model does not accurately 

represent scenario 

Increased involvement with stakeholders.  User experience to 

determine likely protest locations and time 

Unable to collect necessary 

data 

Talk to Professor Donohue or friends in West River for more 

water time 

Unable to identify solution 

matching constraints 

Work with sponsor to determine how to best match need, given 

limitations 

Stakeholders may not want 

to use solution 

Increased involvement with stakeholders.  System to allow 

users to decide if they want to protest. 
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Cannot complete model Scale down model accuracy, assistance from Prof. Ottin + 

Maddox 

Loss of team member Work overtime 

 

Conclusion 

With a utility of 0.66, the Lighter Than Air alternative with GPS has the best utility at mid cost 

level.The second best alternative is the Aerostat alone. Our recommendation will be to utilize the 

Aerostat design and have a secondary design of GPS as needed. With the addition of the GPG 

the user has in addition to the downward perspective provided by the Aerostat cameras, but also 

the GPS measured racer positions relative towards one another leading to dual phenomenology 

in areas around the starting/finish lines or marks. As well as additional coverage, the GPS 

provides valuable contextual data and provides adjudication assistance in bad weather. 

Sensitivity analysis throughout likely scenarios during fleet regattas does not change this 

recommendation. The key characteristics that contributed to this decision included: simplicity, 

broadcasting, as well as cost. Additional analysis of viability indicates low setup time and 

maintenance requirements, as well as high durability. 
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Appendix A: Satellite Data at South River  

[9] 

 

Appendix B. (West River Acceleration Data) 
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Appendix C: Map of West River 
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Appendix D: Solution Architecture Allocation 

Ship-Mounted Camera 

SubSystem Architecture YI 4k Camera Component 

Aperture Lens F2.8 aperture 

Camera Body 65 x 42 x 30 mm 

Lens 155° wide-angle lens, 7G, f=2.66±5%mm 

Memory Card 
Storage cards 

Storage standard: MicroSDHC, MicroSDXC 
16GB - 128GB Storage card. 

User Control 2.19", 640*360 resolution touch screen 

Battery 4.56 Watt Hours Lithium Ion battery 

Shutter 
Shutter settings：Auto, 2s, 5s, 10s, 20s, 30s 

Shooting speed：1/4096s to 30s 

 

Drone 

SubSystem Architecture DJI Phantom 4 Pro Component 

Battery 15.2 V LiPo 4s 
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Boom 
Diagonal Size (Propellers Excluded): 350 

mm 

Drone Body 
Weight (Battery & Propellers Included): 

1388 g 

Landing Gear ??? 

Receiver 
Operating Frequency: 2.400 - 2.483 GHz and 

5.725 - 5.825 GHz 

Gimbal 

Stabilization: 3-axis (pitch, roll, yaw) | 
Controllable Range: Pitch -90 ° to + 30 ° | 

Max Controllable Angular Speed: Pitch: 90 
°/s | Angular Control Velocity: ±0.02°  

 

Appendix E: Preliminary Testing Course Results 

Single Participant Races Results 

 

Map 
Total 

Racers 

Race 

Name 

True Wind 

Angle (North 

at 90°) 

Minutes 

Simulated 

CPU Time 

(Seconds) 

Shadyside.csv 1 Intra11 210° 140 12.46 

Shadyside.csv 1 Intra11 150° 140 12.38 

Shadyside.csv 1 Intra11 300° 140 11.94 
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Single Participant Race Outputs 

True Wind Angle: 210° 

 

True Wind Angle: 150° 
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True Wind Angle: 300° 

 

Ten Participant Race Results 

 

Map 
Total 

Racers 

Race 

Name 

True Wind 

Angle (North 

at 90°) 

Minutes 

Simulated 

CPU Time 

(Seconds) 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 210 140 103.63 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 210 140 105.66 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 210 140 105.46 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 150 140 104.65 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 150 140 105.29 
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Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 150 140 104.24 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 300 140 105.09 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 300 140 105.75 

Shadyside.csv 10 Intra11 300 140 106.33 

Ten Participants Outputs 

True Wind Angle: 210° 

 

True Wind Angle: 150° 
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True Wind Angle: 300° 
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Appendix F: Cost Analysis Source Table 

Ship Mounted Cameras Cost Source 

Component Cost Source 

YI 4k Camera https://store.yitechnology.com/collections/action-

camera/products/yi-4k-action-

camera?variant=28594481618&gclid=CjwKCAiA15vTBRAHEiw

A7Snfc5VJahklmbh0MmDaDSD5GbbDmo3faOR5NhXrY7JiHog

6C-IejDwPEhoCKdcQAvD_BwE  

Camera Waterproofing https://store.yitechnology.com/collections/accessories/products/yi-

4k-action-camera-waterproof-case 

Mount https://store.yitechnology.com/collections/accessories/products/yi-

gimbal-3-axis-handheld-stabilizer-for-action-camera-gimbal-only-

1  

Transmitter & Receiver http://www.securitycamera2000.com/products/1.2G-8-CH-

800mW-Wireless-Audio-Video-A%7B47%7DV-transmitter-

Kit.html 

Cables See Cable Table below 

 

Cable Table 

In order to connect the YI $k to the chosen Transmitter and Receiver the team had to come up 

with a series of connections made up of cables that would connect the devices to one another. 

Based on their ports. To start the Camera had a mini usb port and the transmitter had a RCA 

output. As such in order to connect the two one would have to follow the sequence as ilustrated 

below: 

Camera -> Mini male USB to RCA male -> female RCA to female RCA -> male RCA 

output from Transmitter 

 

Component Cost Source 

Male to Mini Usb cable  https://www.ebay.com/itm/1X-USB-2-0-A-Male-to-Mini-5-Pin-

B-Data-Charging-Cable-Cord-Adapter-TB-/391905773487  
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Female USB to RCA 

Male (1) 

https://www.ebay.com/i/292081763157?chn=ps 

Female USB to RCA 

Male (2) 

https://www.ebay.com/i/282649625862?chn=ps 

Metra Female RCA 

Barrel Connectors 

https://www.bestbuy.com/site/metra-female-rca-barrel-connectors-

pair-

silver/9855463.p?skuId=9855463&ref=212&loc=1&ksid=fa2c43e

c-9548-4cfd-939d-

7e4468142cef&ksprof_id=3&ksaffcode=pg252487&ksdevice=c&

lsft=ref:212,loc:2&gclid=Cj0KCQiAhrbTBRCFARIsACY7MW3

evnS_45mE4Rr4nh7AT3nAqt4rj-QCStvCqLbm3r-

92bUVETgkRswaAkJuEALw_wcB 

 

Drone Cost Source 

Component Cost Source 

Drone https://store.dji.com/product/mavic-

pro?utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=dji%20mav

ic%20pro&utm_content=Mavic%20Pro&utm_campaign=US%20-

%20Product%20-%20Mavic%20Pro%20-Search/BINGSEM  

Battery https://store.dji.com/product/mavic-intelligent-flight-battery 

 

GPS Cost Source 

Component Cost Source 

Adafruit Ultimate GPS 

Breakout 

https://www.adafruit.com/product/746 

Arduino Uno R3 

Microcontroller A000066 

https://www.amazon.com/Arduino-Uno-R3-Microcontroller-

A000066/dp/B008GRTSV6?sa-no-redirect=1&pldnSite=1 

GPS Antenna - External 

Active Antenna 

https://www.adafruit.com/product/960 

MicroSD card breakout 

board+ 

https://www.adafruit.com/product/254?gclid=Cj0KCQjw-

uzVBRDkARIsALkZAdmQzhzHcnebau0qwrMTyv24XAS3Yj2m

Dky0I7CsNlo5LXhDOfPd2_saAn2OEALw_wcB 
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5pack 9v Battery Clip 

with 2.1mm X 5.5mm 

Male DC Plug  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01AXIEDX8/ref=asc_df_B01AXI

EDX85419802/?tag=hyprod-

20&creative=395033&creativeASIN=B01AXIEDX8&linkCode=d

f0&hvadid=216539509836&hvpos=1o2&hvnetw=g&hvrand=549

2504846603586417&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hv

dvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=1027067&hvtargid=pla-

379652093404&sa-no-redirect=1&pldnSite=1 

 

Aerostat Cost Analysis 

Component Cost Source 

2m3 https://www.easyaerialphotography.com/skyshot-prices-and-

discounts  

Interior LED Light N/A 

 


